abstract Recently, it was reported that the epithelial Na ϩ channel (ENaC) is regulated by temperature (Askwith, C.C., C.J. Benson, M.J. Welsh, and P.M. Snyder. 2001. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 98:6459-6463). As these changes of temperature affect membrane lipid order and lipid-protein interactions, we tested the hypothesis that ENaC activity can be modulated by membrane lipid interactions. Two approaches were used to modulate membrane anisotropy, a lipid order-dependent parameter. The nonpharmacological approach used temperature changes, while the pharmacological one used chlorpromazine (CPZ), an agent known to decrease membrane order, and Gd ϩ 3 . Experiments used Xenopus oocytes expressing human ENaC. Methods of impedance analysis were used to determine whether the effects of changing lipid order indirectly altered ENaC conductance via changes of membrane area. These data were further corroborated with quantitative morphology on micrographs from oocytes membranes studied via electron microscopy. We report biphasic effects of cooling (stimulation followed by inhibition) on hENaC conductance. These effects were relatively slow (minutes) and were delayed from the actual bath temperature changes. Peak stimulation occurred at a calculated T max of 15.2. At temperatures below T max , ENaC conductance was inhibited with cooling. The effects of temperature on g Na were distinct from those observed on ion channels endogenous to Xenopus oocytes, where the membrane conductance decreased monoexponentially with temperature (t ϭ 6.2 Њ C). Similar effects were also observed in oocytes with reduced intra-and extracellular [Na ϩ ], thereby ruling out effects of self or feedback inhibition. Addition of CPZ or the mechanosensitive channel blocker, Gd ϩ 3 , caused inhibition of ENaC. The effects of Gd ϩ 3 were also attributed to its ability to partition into the outer membrane leaflet and to decrease anisotropy. None of the effects of temperature, CPZ, or Gd ϩ 3 were accompanied by changes of membrane area, indicating the likely absence of effects on channel trafficking. However, CPZ and Gd ϩ 3 altered membrane capacitance in an opposite manner to temperature, consistent with effects on the membrane-dielectric properties. The reversible effects of both Gd ϩ 3 and CPZ could also be blocked by cooling and trapping these agents in the rigidified membrane, providing further evidence for their mechanism of action. Our findings demonstrate a novel regulatory mechanism of ENaC. It has long been known that neuronal ion channels are affected by changes of membrane temperature. These actions of temperature are manifested as complex events of varying magnitude on channel activation, inactivation and unitary conductance (Schwarz, 1979; Rodriguez et al., 1998) . In all cases, the channel kinetics and conductance exhibited a positive temperature dependency resulting in acceleration and stimulation at higher temperatures. Recently, it was reported that brain epithelial Na ϩ channel homologues (BNaC) exhibited an inverse temperature sensitivity that resulted in stimulation of channel current with cooling to below ambient temperature (Askwith et al., 2001) . Moreover, these investigators observed similar effects with hENaC, where temperature changes down to 6 Њ C were found to stimulate currents in Xenopus oocytes clamped to Ϫ 60 mV. Thus, it appears that ENaC and its homologues exhibit a unique temperature sensitivity not expected from membrane ion channels.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
It has long been known that neuronal ion channels are affected by changes of membrane temperature. These actions of temperature are manifested as complex events of varying magnitude on channel activation, inactivation and unitary conductance (Schwarz, 1979; Rodriguez et al., 1998) . In all cases, the channel kinetics and conductance exhibited a positive temperature dependency resulting in acceleration and stimulation at higher temperatures. Recently, it was reported that brain epithelial Na ϩ channel homologues (BNaC) exhibited an inverse temperature sensitivity that resulted in stimulation of channel current with cooling to below ambient temperature (Askwith et al., 2001) . Moreover, these investigators observed similar effects with hENaC, where temperature changes down to 6 Њ C were found to stimulate currents in Xenopus oocytes clamped to Ϫ 60 mV. Thus, it appears that ENaC and its homologues exhibit a unique temperature sensitivity not expected from membrane ion channels.
These effects of temperature may be of little physiological significance to ENaC function in the majority of mammalian tissues where ENaC resides in a controlled 37 Њ C. However, these findings renew interest in the issues of regulation of ENaC by the membrane environment and tension. Although we have demonstrated that channel activity is not sensitive to direct mechanical perturbations of the membrane (Awayda and Subramanyam, 1998) , others have recently found effects of flow on ENaC (Satlin et al., 2001) . Moreover, ENaC and its homologues are also found to be components 710 Membrane Lipids Regulate ENaC of mechanosensitive structures such as baroreceptors (Drummond et al., 1998) . Thus, a possibility exists that these observations may be reconciled by effects of the membrane lipid environment on the channel leading to an apparent mechanosensitivity. This has prompted us to examine the issues of effects of membrane order on ENaC activity. While no such previous correlation has been shown for ENaC, it is well know that other ion channels, especially those reconstituted into artificial lipid bilayers, are affected by lipid order, membrane lipid bilayer composition, and lipid bilayer thickness (see Lundbaek and Andersen 1994; Goforth et al., 2003; Lee, 2003) .
Besides the controversy surrounding the issue of mechanosensitivity, regulation by membrane lipid environment could also provide cells with an additional physiological modulator of channel activity. Indeed, Pacha and colleagues have recently demonstrated that membrane lipid composition in colonic epithelia can be experimentally modulated by aldosterone and by a low Na ϩ diet, presumably acting via an endogenous increase of aldosterone levels (Mrnka et al., 2000a,b) . The effects of this hormone on membrane lipid composition was further found to be cell-differentiation dependent (Jindrichova et al., 2003) . Such findings are also consistent with older literature indicating effects of aldosterone on lipid synthesis and membrane fatty acid composition in the toad bladder (Lien et al., 1975) . Furthermore, the effects on lipid turnover and fatty acid synthesis were necessary for the actions of aldosterone on Na ϩ transport, supporting the conclusion that this increase is secondary to the hormonally induced changes of membrane lipids.
The anomalous effects of temperature on ENaC raise the possibility of global regulation by the membrane lipid environment, especially so since the changes of temperature are thought to alter lipid order, lipid-protein interactions, and constrict the extent of rotational movement of the fatty acids acyl chain. To test this hypothesis, we examined the effects of pharmacological (CPZ) and nonpharmacological (temperature) changes of lipid order on channel activity. Additionally, Gd ϩ 3 was used for its purported ability to indiscriminately block many presumed mechanosensitive processes. The ability of these maneuvers to alter lipid order was verified by methods of fluorescence anisotropy. We report that decreasing temperature increased membrane lipid order, while CPZ and surprisingly Gd ϩ 3 caused a decrease of membrane order. Consistent with our hypothesis, the effects of temperature on ENaC were essentially opposite to those observed with CPZ and Gd ϩ 3 . The time course of these changes were also remarkably similar. The changes of conductance occurred in the absence of changes of membrane area, but were accompanied by opposite changes of membrane capacitance and presumably dielectric coefficient, providing a potential biophysical index of changes of membrane order in intact cell membranes. Furthermore, the changes induced by temperature were independent of the extracellular [Na ϩ ].
We conclude that our data are consistent with intrinsic effects of lipid order and/or membrane thickness on ENaC unmediated by modulation of the Na ϩ -self inhibition observed at high level of extracellular [Na ϩ ]. We propose a physiologically relevant global regulation of ENaC by the membrane lipid bilayer, whereby effects on the membrane lipid environment may provide a potential mechanism by which ENaC can respond to changes of the membrane environment without being mechanosensitive. These findings are unique to ENaC when compared with other ion channels as decreasing lipid movement and/or increasing membrane thickness stimulates channel activity.
M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

Oocyte Isolation and Injection
Toads were obtained from Xenopus Express and were kept in dechlorinated tap water at 18 Њ C. Conditions for oocyte removal, processing, injection, and cRNA synthesis were as previously described (Awayda and Subramanyam, 1998) . Briefly, oocytes were surgically removed, followed by enzymatic defoliculation with collagenase. Oocytes were injected with 1-2 ng cRNA for each of the rat ENaC subunits ( ␣ , ␤ , and ␥ ) or 2-4 ng for the corresponding human ones. Recordings were performed 1-4 d postinjection.
Dual Electrode Clamp and Impedance Analysis
Recordings requiring temperature control were performed in a controlled temperature water bath at values between 25 Њ C and 4 Њ C using a dual channel temperature controller and appropriate chamber (Dagan Instruments). All other recordings (e.g., some CPZ and Gd ϩ 3 experiments) were performed at room temperature ( ‫ف‬ 22 Њ C).
All experiments were performed under continuous bath perfusion. Most temperature steps were Ͻ 5 Њ C. For these smaller changes, the initial step resulted in a near linear change with a slope of ‫ف‬ 4.5 Њ C/min. This was followed by a small overshoot and a return to the desired temperature within ‫ف‬ 2 min. All reported temperatures were the actual bath temperature as measured by a bath thermistor placed downstream of the flow.
Oocytes were clamped to a holding potential of 0 mV and impedance analysis performed as described by Awayda (2000) using a Dagan TEV-200 2-electrode voltage clamp (Dagan Instruments). Briefly, impedance spectroscopy was performed by simultaneously imposing 78 sine waves to the command input of the voltage clamp. Frequencies between 0.1 and 520 kHz were used. The resulting current and voltage records were sampled at 1.64 kHz, Fourier transformed, and used to calculate the impedance, followed by calculation of membrane capacitance C m and conductance g m . As C m is known to be frequency independent (Awayda 2000) , the impedance was also measured at distinct frequencies that allowed the continuous calculation of capacitance and conductance every 10 s. This procedure was used to analyze the real time effects of temperature on g m and C m . Values of g m represent the slope conductance in the 0 mV range (near rever-sal) as the p-p magnitude of the applied signal was Ͻ 4 mV. Amiloride-sensitive conductance ( g Na ) was calculated after subtracting the amiloride-insensitive membrane conductance. Amiloride was added at 20 M at the beginning and end of each experiment.
Analysis of Conductance and the Voltage-activated Currents
Whole-cell currents were recorded in oocytes held at 0 mV and pulsed for varying intervals (800-1,600 ms) from Ϫ 100 to ϩ 40 mV in increments of 20 mV. Amiloride was added at 20 M at the beginning and end of each experiment. The effect of temperature on the amiloride-insensitive conductance was similar to the effect on the background conductance in control oocytes. As these conductances were similar in magnitude, and as they obey an exponential decay with temperature (see Fig. 3 ), we were able to extrapolate from the amiloride-insensitive conductance measured at the beginning of each experiment, a predicted value at each experimental temperature. This extrapolation yielded an estimated value at 4 Њ C that was indistinguishable from that actually measured, verifying the appropriateness of this method.
Voltage activation was fit to a single falling exponential as previously described by Awayda (2000) using the nonlinear least squares fitting subroutine in SigmaPlot (Jandel Scientific). Each fit resulted in three parameters: a time constant (t), an initial current (I Ϫ 100 ), and a magnitude of the exponential ( ⌬ I V ). To normalize for expression levels, a ratio of ⌬ I V to I Ϫ 100 was calculated. Linear and nonlinear fits of conductance changes with temperature and calculations of Q 10 also used the same software. Negative Q 10 are reported for conditions that cause a stimulation with decreased temperature.
By convention inward flow of cations is designated as inward current (negative current), and all voltages are reported with respect to ground or bath.
Solutions and Chemicals
Recording solution osmolarity was maintained at 190 mOsm. Solution composition was: 94 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 , and 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.45. For the low Na ϩ solution, 90% of the NaCl was replaced with NMDG-Cl (Awayda and Subramanyam, 1998) . Calculations of intracellular Na ϩ activity was as described by Awayda (1999) , and used the nonlinear least squares minimization routine of SigmaPlot to fit the amiloridesensitive current/voltage relationship to Goldman rectification (Goldman, 1943) . Amiloride was a gift from Merck-Sharp & Dohme. GdCl 3 and CPZ and all other chemicals were of the highest grade and were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
Statistical analysis was performed using Student's t test. Except where noted, all data are summarized as mean and SEM.
Membrane Vesicles and Fluorescence Anisotropy
Oocyte plasma membrane vesicles were prepared as previously described by Awayda et al. (1995) . Briefly, 50-100 oocytes were manually homogenized in a ground glass homogenizer in 1 ml of buffer (HB) consisting of 50 mM TRIS, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5, and protease inhibitors. The homogenate was layered onto a 20-50% discontinuous sucrose density gradient and spun at 35,000 g for 45 min. The interface layer was collected, diluted 5 ϫ with HB ϩ 0.32 M sucrose, and spun at 50,000 g for 30 min. The pellet was collected and resuspended in buffer containing 100 mM KCl, and 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5). Resuspended membrane vesicles were stored at Ϫ 80 Њ C until further use.
For anisotropy measurements vesicles were incubated in 10 M 2-(3-(diphenylhexatrienyl)propanoyl)-1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPH-HPC; Molecular Probes) for 3 h in the dark at room temperature. This probe has been shown to localize to the outer leaflet of the phospholipid bilayer (Negrete et al., 1996; Kaiser and London, 1998) . Fluorescence polarization measurements of probe-loaded membranes were performed in buffer containing 100 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, on an SLM Aminco Bowman Series 2 fluorometer equipped with stirring and automated prism polarizers. Polarized fluorescence measurements were made continuously every 10 s at excitation and emission wavelengths of 354 and 428 nm, respectively. The ratio of polarized fluorescence was then used to calculate anisotropy by AB2 software (Spectronic Unicam). Briefly, the sample was excited by vertically polarized light, and the vertical and horizontal emitted fluorescence, Ivv and Ivh (see Fig. 8 ), were used to calculate anisotropy as described by others (Canet et al., 2001 ; PicoQuant, see http://www.picoquant.com/products/examples/ ft100_aniso.pdf). Values of steady-state fluorescence anisotropy reflect the degree of motion exhibited by the fatty acyl chains within the bilayer. These measurements report the degree to which the linear probe has rotated during the lifetime of its excited state. In a more fluid membrane the degree of rotation is higher (anisotropy is lower) because excursions of acyl chains from some initial spatial configuration are greater. Thus, these values can be taken as an index of fluidity and membrane order (see results ). Control untreated membranes exhibited values in the range of 0.24-0.28, which were stable over the course of the experiment.
Electron Microscopy and Morphometry
Oocytes were treated for 40 min with appropriate agonists and were subsequently fixed for 1 h in buffer containing 100 mM cacodylic acid, 1 mM CaCl 2 , 0.5 mM MgCl 2 , 2% paraformaldehyde, and 0.1% glutaraldehyde. After fixation, samples were washed three times in PBS, then postfixed in aqueous 1% OsO 4 , 1% K 3 Fe(CN) 6 for 1 h. This was followed by three PBS washes, and the samples were then dehydrated through a graded series of 30-100% ethanol, and 100% propylene oxide, followed by infiltration by a 1:1 mixture of propylene oxide:polybed 812 epoxy resin (Polysciences) for 1 h. After several changes of 100% resin over 24 h, samples were embedded in molds, cured at 37 Њ C overnight, followed by additional hardening at 65 Њ C for 2 d. Ultrathin (60 nm) oocyte sections were collected on copper grids and stained with 2% uranyl acetate in 50% methanol for 10 min, followed by 1% lead citrate for 7 min. Sections were photographed using a JEOL JEM 1210 transmission electron microscope at 80 kV onto electron microscope film (ESTAR thick base; Kodak).
Micrographs were digitally scanned and the two-dimensional membrane surfaces from four images of each condition were traced continuously (i.e., to count membrane infolding and invagination) using Metamorph software. These values were divided by the linear distance (i.e., single dimension) over which the tracings were made and the subsequent ratios referred to as the folding factors (Takahashi et al., 1996) . All of the morphometric quantitations were performed in a blinded fashion.
R E S U L T S
Effects of Temperature on ENaC's Conductance
In initial experiments we observed that oocytes expressing rENaC or hENaC were stimulated when the bath solution is cooled below room temperature ( ‫ف‬ 22 Њ C). No appreciable differences were observed between the two isoforms, and therefore we focused our attention on hENaC. To better characterize this phenomenon, experiments were initiated in solutions regulated at 23 Њ C. Multiple protocols which spanned 25 Њ C to 4 Њ C were used to randomize the temperature changes and to assure the absence of appreciable drifts. 1 Shown in Fig. 1 is an example of the effects of temperature changes on a hENaC-expressing oocyte. As shown in Fig. 1 A, cooling below 23 Њ C caused a reversible stimulation of the amiloride-sensitive conductance. These changes were accompanied by a small increase of membrane capacitance. The onset of change of conductance coincided with that of membrane capacitance (Fig. 1 B) . However, most of the changes of g Na occurred before completions of the changes of C m . This relationship is further illustrated in the example in Fig. 1 C. While this is only shown for the temperature switch between 23 Њ C and 20 Њ C, it was also observed for other temperature changes, and provided evidence that the stimulation of g Na is unrelated to effects on membrane trafficking (also see morphologic data below).
The effects on g Na lagged the actual bath temperature change (Fig. 1, B and D) . Small temperature changes (Ͻ5ЊC) occurred within ‫1ف‬ min, followed by a small overshoot and stabilization of the bath temperature within an additional min ‫2ف(‬ min total to stabilize). Thus, the new value was observed twice during a bath temperature change. At temperatures above ‫5.21ف‬ЊC, the g Na at the initial point exhibited little or no stimulation, indicating delayed effects of temperature. This is consistent with the conclusions from Fig. 1 D, where it appears that the majority of the increase of g Na occurred after temperature stabilization.
It is noteworthy that a delayed stimulation with cooling was consistently observed regardless of the final holding temperature, as long as the initial temperature was near 23ЊC (e.g., see the temperature change spanning 23ЊC to 4ЊC). While it is difficult to ascertain the magnitude of stimulation at these lower temperatures, especially in the face of the expected large changes of the single channel conductance (see discussion), it is evident that a delayed stimulation is still evident at 4ЊC. This stimulation is not observed when changing bath temperature between 10ЊC and 4ЊC (unpublished data). This stimulation is therefore likely the effect of the smaller temperature changes (down to ‫51ف‬ЊC) manifested as a delayed response which is still observable at 4ЊC; a temperature that is believed to inhibit vesicular trafficking.
An interesting finding shown in Fig. 1 was the observation of an initial inhibition of conductance if the temperature decreased below ‫01ف‬ЊC. This is evident in Fig. 1 E, where a large temperature change that reached below 4ЊC resulted in an initial decrease of g Na , in sharp contrast to the initial response shown in Fig. 1 D. Similar biphasic effects were also observed if the temperature was changed sequentially from 23ЊC to 4ЊC (see the protocol in Fig. 3 ). Under these conditions, we observed a delayed stimulation of g Na at temperatures down to 15ЊC. The response of g Na at lower temperatures was rapid and correlated with the changes of temperature.
The changes of g Na and C m in hENaC-expressing oocytes are summarized in Fig. 2 . A clear biphasic effect of temperature on g Na is observed in the 25ЊC to 4ЊC range. This effect could be approximated by two linear relationships with different sensitivities to temperature, resulting in a T max of 15.2ЊC. In the range of 25ЊC to 15ЊC, this relationship results in a Q 10 (defined as the change in conductance for a 10ЊC change of temperature) of Ϫ1.92. In the 4ЊC to 12.5ЊC range, this results in a Q 10 of 1.83. Assuming that the positive Q 10 is due to changes of the single-channel conductance, and that this effect is applicable throughout the temperature range, then the value of Ϫ1.92 between 25ЊC and 15ЊC is underestimated by ‫.%28ف‬ This leads to a corrected Q 10 of approximately Ϫ3.5 in the 25ЊC to 15ЊC range.
The effects of bath cooling on C m were monotonic in nature and much less pronounced (Fig. 2 B) . Indeed, C m increased by ‫%01ف‬ between 25ЊC and 12.5ЊC. No additional consistent changes were observed with further cooling to 4ЊC. These effects indicate that the observed changes of C m are unlikely due to membrane trafficking as the changes of capacitance are opposite in direction and somewhat different in time course from those of g Na . Moreover, the effects on C m were essentially identical to those observed in control oocytes (see below), indicating no correlation with ENaC expression and the direction or magnitude of changes of C m .
The amiloride-sensitive current measured at the beginning and end of each experiment decreased with temperature. As this is essentially a reflection of the background conductance of the oocyte, we examined the effects of temperature on these conductances. In control oocytes (Fig. 3 , A and B), g m decreased as a continuous function of temperature, while C m exhibited a small increase with cooling as observed in ENaCexpressing ones. In contrast to the effects on hENaC at temperatures above 12.5ЊC, the changes of g m were essentially immediate and correlated well with the changes of bath temperature.
The changes of g m and C m in control oocytes between 25ЊC and 4ЊC are summarized in Fig. 3 , C and D. It is evident from Fig. 3 C that g m decreases monotonically with temperature. This decrease could be fit with an exponential function with a constant in the range of 6ЊC. This results in a decrease of g m at 4ЊC to ‫%62ف‬ of the control values (those measured at 25ЊC). This results in a Q 10 of ‫,5.1ف‬ a value slightly larger than the 1.2 observed for diffusion in simple aqueous media (Mazzoleni et al., 1986) , Figure 2 . Summary of the temperature-induced changes in hENaC expressing oocytes. The amiloride-sensitive conductance exhibited a biphasic relationship in response to decreasing temperature. These effects were fit with two linear relationships with slopes of Ϫ0.099 and 0.091, leading to a Q 10 of Ϫ1.92 and 1.83 at high and low temperatures, respectively. These relationships intersected at a temperature of 15.2ЊC, defined as the maximal temperature or T max . A small stimulation of C m is observed. This stimulation was not different than that observed in control oocytes (see Fig. 3 ), indicating no specific effects on ENaC-expressing oocytes. Data normalized to the values at 25ЊC that averaged 11.7 Ϯ 1.6 mS and 0.233 Ϯ 0.013 mF for g Na (amiloride-sensitive component) and C m , respectively. n ϭ 9.
but nonetheless in the range of the positive Q 10 observed with ENaC at temperatures below T max .
Decreasing temperature also caused an increase of C m (Fig. 3 D) . However, these effects were much smaller in magnitude than those of g m . As these changes are opposite in direction to those of g m , they rule out the possibility of inhibition of conductance by selective inhibition of membrane exocytosis. These changes of C m may coincide with a phase transition temperature in amphibian plasma membranes or with direct effects of temperature on the membrane dielectric coefficient and/or membrane thickness (see below).
The above findings indicate that ENaC exhibits an anomalous temperature activation that is in strong contrast to endogenous ion channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes. On the other hand, membrane capacitance changes were similar in all groups of oocytes indicating: (a) effects of temperature on the membrane unrelated to ENaC expression, and (b) changes of ENaC activity unrelated to channel trafficking. Given the findings with chlorpromazine and Gd ϩ3 (see below), and the lack of corroborating morphological or electrophysiological data, we favor the idea that these changes of C m are related to dielectric coefficient and/or membrane thickness changes, rather than membrane area (see discussion).
Effects at Low [Na ϩ ]
Chraibi and Horisberger (2002) have recently reported that ENaC is also activated by decreasing temperature to ‫21ف‬ЊC. Using the currents at Ϫ60 mV, these authors have examined the mechanisms of Na ϩ -self inhibition. They report that self inhibition is dependent on the extracellular [Na ϩ ], and that this process can be abolished by extracellular protease treatment. Interestingly, they also find that decreasing temperature activates ENaC, and that this activation was dependent on the [Na ϩ ]. They interpret their findings in terms of inhibition of self-inhibition at lower temperatures leading to activation of ENaC.
To determine whether our observed effects on conductance and voltage activation are affected by the intracellular/extracellular [Na ϩ ], we examined the effects of reducing temperature on oocytes preincubated in low [Na ϩ ] recording solution ‫4.9ف(‬ mM Na ϩ ). We have previously demonstrated that overnight incubation in this solution results in an intracellular Na ϩ activity in the range of 7 mEq (Awayda, 1999) . Under low Na ϩ conditions, the decrease of temperature between 25ЊC to 4ЊC also resulted in a biphasic stimulation of ENaC's conductance. These effects are summarized in Fig. 4 . Similar values of Q 10 and T max were observed, indicating little difference in the anomalous activation of The increase of C m was ‫%01ف‬ at 15ЊC, and was similar to that observed with ENaC (Fig. 2) . This small increase is unlikely related to trafficking, but rather to the effects of temperature on the membrane dielectric coefficient (see text). Data are normalized to the values at 25ЊC or control which averaged 2.6 Ϯ 0.5 mS and 0.218 Ϯ 0.012 mF for g m and C m , respectively. n ϭ 6.
ENaC by cooling, thereby ruling out self inhibition as an explanation for these effects.
Effects of Temperature on Voltage Activation
To further ascertain whether the effects of temperature are an intrinsic property of the Na ϩ channel, we examined the response of voltage activation to altered temperature. This activation is observed when ENaC is subjected to rapid hyperpolarization (Ϫ100 mV), and is manifested as an exponential activation of current, which is thought to reflect an intrinsic channel property (Palmer and Frindt, 1996; Awayda, 2000) . Thus, effects of temperature on this parameter would provide additional evidence for temperature-induced changes to the channel and/or its membrane environment unrelated to effects on trafficking. Shown in Fig. 5 are representative whole-cell current traces in a hENaCexpressing oocyte. As temperature is decreased down to 4ЊC, the time constant of the activation (t) is increased. This is accompanied by a biphasic increase of the magnitude of activation (⌬I V ).
The changes of the voltage-activation kinetics are summarized in Fig. 6 . To correct for expression levels (Awayda, 2000) , the magnitude of voltage activation is normalized to the initial current at Ϫ100 mV (I Ϫ100 ). Moreover, the data at 4ЊC were not included in the Figure 4 . Summary of the temperature-induced changes in hENaC expressing oocytes preequilibrated in the low Na ϩ solution (9.4 mM Na ϩ , Na ϩ substituted with NMDG). This results in an intracellular Na ϩ activity in the range of 7 mEq (Awayda, 1999) . Under these conditions, similar effects of temperature were observed as in Fig. 2 , indicating the lack of effects of intracellular and extracellular [Na ϩ ] on the biphasic stimulation of g Na , and the small increase of C m . The biphasic relationships observed were fit with lines with slopes of Ϫ0.081 and 0.069, leading to a Q 10 of Ϫ1.86 and 1.50 at high and low temperatures, respectively. This resulted in a slightly shifted T max of 12.8ЊC; similar to that observed in high Na ϩ . Data normalized to the values at 25ЊC which averaged 42.1 Ϯ 11.4 mS and 0.217 Ϯ 0.014 mF for g Na and C m , respectively. n ϭ 8. Figure 5 . Representative effect of temperature on the whole cell currents and voltage activation in a hENaCexpressing oocyte. Oocytes were held at 0 mV and clamped in increments of 20 mV from Ϫ100 to ϩ40 mV for a period of ‫006,1ف‬ ms. Note the activation of currents at negative voltages at 15ЊC, followed by inhibition at 4ЊC. Amiloride was added at the beginning and end of the experiment. Voltage activation was fit as described by Awayda (2000) to the current response to a voltage command of Ϫ100 mV (most negative current shown). Note the change in time constant with decreasing temperature, and the increase in the magnitude of activation (⌬I V ) at 15ЊC followed by marked inhibition at 4ЊC. summary as these time constants were prolonged and in many cases extended past the 1,500 ms collection time frame. A change of 25ЊC to 10ЊC was accompanied by a greater than fourfold increase in t. This was accompanied by a biphasic increase in ⌬I V (Fig. 6 B) . This increase was maximal in the 15ЊC range, consistent with a T max of 15.1ЊC for hENaC conductance (see above, Fig. 2 ). Similar changes were also observed with I Ϫ100 (Fig. 6 C) , where the peak increase was observed at ‫51ف‬ЊC. The changes of ⌬I V /I Ϫ100 , while less pronounced, also exhibited a biphasic response with a plateau at ‫51ف‬ЊC. These biphasic changes provide further evidence of inherent stimulation of ENaC with temperature, unrelated to changes of channel trafficking.
Potential Mechanism
Our findings indicate clear dissociation between membrane area and C m , and also rule out channel trafficking as the mechanism of ENaC stimulation. These effects can therefore be explained by effects of temperature on membrane order acting on ENaC. To further test this hypothesis we (a) used morphological measurements of membrane area, and (b) examined the effects of temperature on the plasma membrane order using measurements of fluorescence anisotropy after incorporation of probes that sense lipid order.
Morphological assessment of membrane turnover used electron microscopy-based measurements. Estimates of membrane area were obtained from the degree of membrane infolding as previously described by Takahashi et al. (1996) . These measurements were found to resolve small changes of oocyte plasma membrane surface area in response to cAMP stimulation of CFTR, and to correlate well with changes of C m obtained from time-domain impedance measurements. As shown in the representative examples in Fig. 7 , decreasing temperature causes a small decrease of membrane infolding. The decrease between 25ЊC and 20ЊC was significant; however, no additional changes were observed at 15ЊC. These changes are opposite to those observed with C m and g Na , and support the conclusion that (a) the changes of g Na are not mediated via membrane trafficking and (b) the effects on C m maybe mediated by effects on the membrane dielectric coefficient and/or bilayer spacing. This is further validated by the effects of pharmacological changes of membrane anisotropy on C m (see below).
To determine whether the anomalous behavior of ENaC coincided with changes of membrane order we used fluorescence anisotropy measurements of oocyte membrane vesicles with lipid order-sensing probes. This parameter is a reflection of the rate of acyl chain movement ("fluidity") and also the extent of movement or wobble ("order"). In some instances these steady-state measurements are more sensitive to changes of order than fluidity (Kinosita et al., 1981) . Shown in Fig. 8 are the effects of temperature on the fluorescence of membranes incubated with DPH-HPC. As expected, probe fluorescence increased with decreasing temperature. However, this effect was biphasic Figure 6 . Summary of effects of temperature on voltage activation. Experiments were performed in oocytes bathed in ND94. (A) A large increase of t is observed with decreasing temperature leading to ‫-5ف‬fold increase at 10ЊC. (B) A biphasic stimulation of the magnitude of voltage activation (⌬I V ) is observed with a T max in the range of that calculated for g Na (see Fig. 2 ). (C) A similar biphasic stimulation is also observed with the initial current at Ϫ100 mV (I Ϫ100 ), and (D) with the ratio of ⌬I V to I Ϫ100 . Values at 4ЊC were eliminated as the time constants were Ͼ1,500 ms and could not be accurately fit from the acquired data points. n ϭ 7.
and fluorescence decreased at temperatures below 15-20ЊC. This is likely a reflection of decreased affinity of the probe for oocyte membranes at those temperatures; a finding that may reflect a shift in membrane properties. This idea is further validated by examining the calculated anisotropy (Fig. 8, B and C) , where a small shift in the effect of temperature occurs at ‫51ف‬ЊC. These data are consistent with a potential broad phase transition in isolated oocyte plasma mem- Figure 7 . Effects of temperature on oocyte membrane infolding. Oocytes were isolated, fixed, and processed for electron microscopy as described in materials and methods. Representative micrographs of oocytes incubated at 15ЊC (A), 20ЊC (B), and 25ЊC (C) for 30 min. PM denotes plasma membrane and its infolding as observed in cross section. A slightly higher degree of membrane folding is observed in (C). These findings are summarized in (D), and indicate a slightly lower infolding and presumably area in membranes from oocytes incubated at 15ЊC and 20ЊC as compared with those at 25ЊC. These changes are opposite to those expected from the effects on C m , and indicate that the stimulation observed with ENaC is unrelated to increased membrane area but possibly attributed to dielectric coefficient changes (see text for additional details). n ϭ 4. Figure 8 . Effects of temperature on oocyte membrane lipids. Oocyte membrane vesicles were isolated as described in materials and methods. (A) DPH-HPC fluorescence in response to decreasing temperature from 30ЊC to 5ЊC. I hv and I hh correspond to the fluorescent emission intensities in the vertical and horizontal directions in response to horizontal excitation. These are used to calculate an instrument and wavelength correction factor. I vv and I vh correspond to the vertical and horizontal emission intensities in response to vertical excitation. These values, along with the correction factor are used to calculate anisotropy. Note the biphasic nature of the effects of temperature on these intensities. (B and C) Calculated anisotropy also revealed biphasic effects of temperature. Data representative of five experiments.
branes, and provide a correlation indicating an inverse relationship between membrane order and ENaC activity. To further test this hypothesis we used pharmacological changes of membrane order.
Effects of Gd ϩ3 on ENaC
The large cation Gd ϩ3 is known to block the activity of numerous ion channels, many of which are thought to respond to membrane stretch and are designated as mechanosensitive ion channels. Given our interest in the issue of mechanosensitivity of ENaC and the findings of temperature-mediated effects on membrane order, we tested the effects of Gd ϩ3 on ENaC activity. As shown in Fig. 9 , Gd ϩ3 caused a slow time-dependent decrease of conductance. An interesting feature was that inhibition was not immediate (decreases were observed up to 90 min), although an amiloride block was observed within seconds. Moreover, a concentration dependency between 10 and 100 M Gd ϩ3 was not observed, whereby the inhibition with 50 and 100 M was a continuation of the effect observed with 10 M. Upon washout, membrane conductance slowly but only partially recovered over the course of Ͼ60 min.
Examination of membrane capacitance indicated that Gd ϩ3 also caused a slow, time-dependent decrease of this parameter. The time course of this decrease was similar to that observed with conductance; however, the fractional changes of C m were smaller than those of g m . The changes of C m were also poorly reversible. The effects of Gd ϩ3 on conductance were specific to ENaC, as control oocytes exhibited a small, rapid (amiloridelike) decrease of g m (unpublished data). These differences were observed with both the addition and washout of Gd ϩ . On the other hand, the changes of C m were similar in time course, and slightly larger in magnitude, than those observed in control oocytes. Both groups exhibited poorly reversible changes of C m upon washout of Gd ϩ3 (see Table I for a summary).
It is clear from Table I , which examines the effects of Gd ϩ3 on conductance at 10, 30, 60, and 90 min, that a markedly different blocking time course existed in control versus ENaC-expressing oocytes. This was interpreted in support of a different mechanism of action in inhibiting "control" channels versus ENaC. Injection of Gd ϩ3 into the oocyte cytosol produced an effect similar to increasing intracellular Ca 2ϩ , leading to activation of endogenous Cl Ϫ channels (unpublished data), thus ruling out the possibility of intracellular action of Gd ϩ3 on ENaC. This is not surprising given the expected low permeability of this trivalent cation. However, this finding made it difficult to reconcile the extremely slow time course of inhibition of ENaC. Given the effects of Figure 9 . Representative effects of gadolinium on an ENaC-expressing oocyte. (Top) Addition of 10, 50, and 100 M Gd ϩ3 caused a small and time dependent decrease of C m . These effects were poorly reversible and were unlikely representative of actual area changes (see text). (Bottom) Effects on membrane conductance. As previously observed, the majority of the conductance is attributed to ENaC and is furthermore amiloride sensitive. Sequential addition of Gd ϩ3 at 10, 50, and 100 M caused a slow decrease of the amiloride sensitive conductance. The majority of these effects were observed with 10 M Gd ϩ3 and were time dependent in that very little additional changes were observed by increasing the [Gd ϩ3 ]. Both effects were only partially reversible within the 1-h washout period. Data representative of nine experiments. See Table I for  summary. temperature on membrane order, and the finding that Gd ϩ3 (Ermakov et al., 2001 ) and other lanthanides such as praseodymium (Hill et al., 1999) have been shown to interact with artificial lipid membranes and with erythrocyte membranes (Cheng et al., 1998) , we tested the hypothesis that these actions of Gd ϩ3 may also involve changes of membrane order.
Effects of Chlorpromazine on ENaC
To pharmacologically alter membrane order we used the antipsychotic agent chlorpromazine (CPZ), an agent well known for its effects on this parameter (Oghalai et al., 2000) . Shown in Fig. 10 are the effects of 10, 50, and 100 M CPZ on an ENaC-expressing oocyte. CPZ inhibited both C m and g m similarly to that observed with Gd ϩ3 . These changes were also poorly but partially reversible as observed with Gd ϩ3 , and required washout periods Ͼ60 min. However, and in contrast to the effects of Gd ϩ3 , the effects of CPZ were dose dependent where minimal effects were observed at 10 mM and additional changes are observed after increasing [CPZ] to 50 or 100 M.
The changes of C m were not specific to ENaCexpressing oocytes, as CPZ also caused a decrease of capacitance in control oocytes (unpublished data). This was accompanied by a small decrease of g m . The time Figure 10 . Representative example of the effects of chlorpromazine on ENaC-expressing oocytes. See Fig. 9 legend for additional details. Addition of CPZ at 10, 50, and 100 M caused a slow decrease of the amiloride-sensitive conductance. CPZ also caused an accompanying decrease of capacitance. As observed with Gd ϩ3 , the changes of g m were larger than those of C m . These effects were partially reversible upon washout of CPZ. Unlike Gd ϩ3 , the majority of the effects of CPZ were not observed until [CPZ] of 50 and 100 M (see Table  II for more details). Data representative of nine experiments.
T A B L E I
Effects of Gd ϩ3 on Membrane Capacitance and Conductance
course of the changes of C m were similar to those observed in ENaC-expressing oocytes. Unlike the effects of Gd ϩ3 , the time course of the changes of g m in control oocytes also appeared similar to that observed in ENaCexpressing oocytes. The effects on C m were also partially reversible. These data are summarized in Table II , and indicate that a decrease of membrane anisotropy inhibit ENaC, an idea consistent with the finding that decreasing temperature, which increases anisotropy, stimulated ENaC. Thus, changes of membrane order, irrespective of the stimulus, consistently alter ENaC activity.
Additional Evidence for Membrane Interaction
The data summarized in Tables I and II indicate an appreciable decrease of C m in ENaC-expressing oocytes treated with Gd ϩ3 or CPZ. These changes can be interpreted in two ways: (a) effects on membrane area, and (b) effects on the membrane dielectric coefficient and/or thickness unrelated to changes of area. In this case, dielectric coefficient/thickness mediated changes of C m are consistent with our interpretation of the effects of temperature, and imply interactions with the plasma membrane and inhibition of membrane resident ENaC, or hydrophobic mismatch between the membrane and ENaC leading to a change in the distance between the bilayer leaflets (see discussion).
To further rule out effects on membrane area we tested the combined effects of CPZ and Gd ϩ3 . As shown in Fig. 11 , CPZ decreased C m and g m . Subsequent addition of Gd ϩ3 resulted in a further decrease of both parameters. In this experiment, C m decreased to ‫021ف‬ nF, a value which is in the range, if not slightly smaller, Data are means Ϯ SEM. g m refers to the conductance in control oocytes, while g Na refers to the amiloride-sensitive conductance in ENaC-expressing oocytes. Figure 11 . Potential dielectric changes with Gd ϩ3 and CPZ. Sequential addition of CPZ and Gd ϩ3 caused only small additive changes of C m , indicating a common mechanism of action. Subsequent addition of PMA further decreased C m by ‫,%05ف‬ similar to that previously reported (Awayda, 2000) . However, this decrease was smaller than that which is expected from an intact membrane. than that expected from an intact oocyte with a planar plasma membrane with no infolding (Awayda, 2000) . To further rule out that this Ͼ60% decrease of C m represented an actual membrane area change, we subsequently added 100 nM PMA. We have previously demonstrated that this phorbol ester inhibits ENaC, in part by a large decrease of membrane area. Moreover, the reduction of surface area with PMA is at, or near, the maximal that could be sustained by an intact membrane and leads to C m values in the range of 120-140 nF. Thus, it would be expected that a further decrease with PMA to ‫06ف‬ nF is not physically possible in an oocyte with an intact plasma membrane, in contrast to that observed in Fig. 11 . Moreover, the percentage change of C m in response to PMA in oocytes pretreated with CPZ and Gd ϩ3 was similar to that observed with PMA alone (Awayda, 2000) . These findings indicate that the changes of C m with CPZ and Gd ϩ3 were unlikely due to actual membrane area changes.
To confirm the absence of dramatic changes of the plasma membrane surface area in response to Gd ϩ3 or CPZ, we used morphometric analyses of images obtained by electron microscopy as described for the effects of temperature. These data are summarized in Fig. 12 . Addition of 50 mM Gd ϩ3 or 50 M CPZ did not result in any significant decrease of membrane infolding, providing more direct evidence for the lack of changes of membrane area. Thus, these data provide compelling evidence in support of the hypothesis of membrane interactions leading to changes of the dielectric properties rather than area.
Given that Gd ϩ3 and CPZ did not alter membrane area, and that the effects of these agents on ENaC did not involve cytoplasmic targets, then the most likely mechanism of action would invoke interactions with the plasma membrane. One likely scenario is interaction with the outer membrane lipids, as recently demonstrated by Cheng et al. (1999) in human erythrocyte Figure 12 . Lack of effects of Gd ϩ3 and CPZ on membrane area. Summary of membrane infolding in oocytes treated with 50 M Gd ϩ3 or 50 M CPZ (see Fig. 7 for additional details) . Note the absence of any decrease of membrane infolding after Gd ϩ3 or CPZ treatment. This further supports the hypothesis that the changes of C m observed with temperature, Gd ϩ3 , and CPZ are unrelated to changes of area, but rather reflect the changes of the membrane dielectric properties. Figure 13 . Cooling traps Gd ϩ3 in the membrane. Representative effects of a temperature change on the actions of Gd ϩ3 . A decrease of bath temperature to 4ЊC altered the inhibitory time course of Gd ϩ3 . This temperature change also rendered Gd ϩ3 completely irreversible by presumably locking its interaction with the plasma membrane. See text for additional details. Similar effects were also observed at 10ЊC and with CPZ (not depicted). membranes, and by Ermakov et al. (2001) in artificial lipid systems. This would be consistent with the changes of the dielectric coefficient, as it is well accepted that this parameter is predominantly a reflection of the membrane lipid dielectric coefficient. In this case, the state of the membrane lipids may affect the partitioning or the effects of these agents. To test this hypothesis we determined whether the effects of Gd ϩ3 or its washout can be modified by cooling the oocytes to below the transition temperature observed in Fig. 8 .
As shown in Fig. 13 , a decrease of temperature to 4ЊC prevented further effects of Gd ϩ3 on either g m or C m . Moreover, this temperature also prevented the washout effects on g m . These findings indicate that the site of interaction of Gd ϩ3 is the plasma membrane and that these interactions may depend on the mechanical properties of the membrane itself.
A similar conclusion can be obtained by examining the effects of Gd ϩ3 in oocytes precooled to 4ЊC. As summarized in Fig. 14 , addition of 50 M Gd ϩ3 to these oocytes resulted in a small but rapid inhibition of g m within the first 5 min. No significant delayed effects were observed up to 45 min. Moreover, the effects of Gd ϩ3 on C m were completely blocked. These data indicate that the effects of Gd ϩ3 may be biphasic with an initial rapid membrane binding step, followed by a second permeation/partitioning step that occurs much more slowly and may require a membrane above a phase transition temperature (T m ) (see discussion).
Changes of Membrane Order
CPZ and Gd ϩ3 altered g Na and C m in an opposite manner to that of decreasing temperature. Thus, if these effects were related to the proposed global effects of membrane order, we expected opposite changes of membrane anisotropy. While this is well accepted for CPZ, it was unknown whether Gd ϩ3 would have similar effects. Shown in Fig. 15 A is a representative effect of Gd ϩ3 on membrane anisotropy. Addition of either 50 or 100 M Gd ϩ3 caused a slow time-dependent decrease of anisotropy, while untreated membranes showed no change. This decrease was similar for both 50 and 100 M, indicating that the potential partitioning of this agent into the outer lipid membrane is slow and is moreover the rate-limiting step. Addition of Ca 2ϩ at similar concentrations was without effect (unpublished data), indicating that changes of anisotropy were not due to nonspecific multivalent cationic interactions with the membrane. This is interpreted in term of a specific increase of membrane "fluidity" and a decrease "order" or order parameter (see Lee, 1991) . This novel finding is consistent with data demonstrating potential effects of Gd ϩ3 on red blood cell membranes and changes of lipid phase transition and protein confirmation subsequent to its binding (Cheng et al., 1998 (Cheng et al., , 1999 .
As expected addition of CPZ also decreased membrane anisotropy (Fig. 15 B) . Interestingly, these changes were much more rapid than those observed with Gd ϩ3 and are consistent with the observation of dosedependent effects of CPZ on conductance. Although the fluorescent probe (DPH-HPC) used in the current study reports on changes of membrane properties of the outer leaflet (the most likely site for lipid interactions with Gd ϩ3 ), it is likely that a lipophilic reagent like CPZ alters the mechanical properties of the entire bilayer. Thus, additional bilayer effects of CPZ may explain its rapid effects on ENaC conductance.
Given the interaction between temperature and Gd ϩ3 , we examined the effects of Gd ϩ3 on anisotropy in vesicles precooled to 4ЊC. As shown in Fig. 15 C, the effects of Gd ϩ3 were essentially eliminated when experiments were performed at 4ЊC. This finding is consistent with the observation of altered inhibition of g m by Gd ϩ3 at this temperature (see above), and add to the compelling evidence documenting interactions between ENaC and the membrane mediated via potential changes of Figure 14 . Changes of Gd ϩ3 blocking kinetics at low temperatures. Gd ϩ3 was added to oocytes precooled to 4ЊC. In these experiments, the inhibitory effects on g m were immediate (within the first 5 min), while the effects on C m were eliminated. This provides further evidence for interactions between the membrane and Gd ϩ3 . n ϭ 7.
bilayer mechanical properties, thickness, or order; and the modification of these interactions by temperature, CPZ, and Gd ϩ3 .
D I S C U S S I O N
We used the Xenopus oocyte expression system to study the effects of changing membrane order on ENaC activity. This system consists of a single membrane and is better suited to study the regulation of ENaC uncomplicated by effects on other apical and basolateral channels and transporters, as would be the case in polarized epithelial cells. We found an anomalous activation of ENaC at reduced temperatures. This was observed at both high and low [Na ϩ ]. The effects of temperature were opposite to those observed with CPZ and Gd ϩ3 , two agents found to pharmacologically alter membrane order in an opposite manner to that of temperature. Both pharmacological changes of membrane order, as well as temperature, were found to alter membrane capacitance in the absence of changes to actual area, indicating changes of the membrane dielectric properties. These data provide compelling evidence supporting an intrinsic regulatory mechanism of ENaC by the membrane environment. These data may indicate that changes of the membrane environment and/or the lipid domain where the channel resides may lead to large changes of channel activity and presumably Na ϩ absorption.
Effects of Temperature on ENaC
Numerous reports have described effects of temperature on a variety of ion channels and membrane transporters. It is well accepted that many channels are affected by temperature with Q 10 values larger than those observed from diffusion alone ‫.)2.1ف(‬ In many instances channels and transporters exhibit Q 10 values similar to those observed in enzymatic processes (Ͼ2). While such observations of positive temperature effects on channel activity, gating, and conductance are not surprising, it is unexpected that an ion channel would exhibit a negative temperature coefficient. Indeed, such a concept has only been recently advanced with the observation of negative effects of temperature on ENaC and other members of the Deg/ENaC family (this report; Askwith et al., 2001; Chraibi and Horisberger, 2002) , and on the TRP family of ion channels (McKemy et al., 2002; Peier et al., 2002) . As the Deg/ ENaC and the TRP family of channels do not share any overall homology, and as these effects exhibit markedly different time courses, these findings may reflect fundamental differences in the actions of temperature. Indeed, our data are consistent with such conclusions as we propose global regulation by membrane order unrelated to the direct effects of temperature.
The observed effects of cooling on ENaC are opposite to those exhibited by oocyte endogenous ion channels, where a positive temperature correlation was observed. Moreover, other exogenous ion channels studied in this expression system, such as the L-type Ca 2ϩ Figure 15 . Representative effects of Gd ϩ3 and CPZ on membrane anisotropy. Vesicles were isolated as described in materials and methods. Arrows indicate experimental changes. (A) Addition of Gd ϩ3 caused a slow time-dependent decrease of anisotropy. This decrease was not dose dependent in that similar effects were observed with 50 and 100 M Gd ϩ3 . As these experiments used DPH-HPC, which is an outer leaflet specific probe, these changes reflect effects of Gd ϩ3 on the outer membrane leaflet. channel (Allen and Mikala, 1998) , exhibited a positive temperature correlation in contrast to that observed with ENaC. These findings also indicate a specific property of ENaC itself rather than the expression system studied.
Our observed effects on ENaC are not entirely consistent with those previously reported. Askwith et al. (2001) were the first to indicate that ENaC is activated by cold temperature. In the range of 44ЊC to 6ЊC, these authors found a monophasic relationship with maximal channel activity at 6ЊC, and minimal activity at 44ЊC. Chraibi and Horisberger (2002) also confirmed this observation, but did not offer a detailed description of this process as Na ϩ -self inhibition was the main focus of their work. These authors also examined temperatures between 35ЊC and ‫21ف‬ЊC, and as such the biphasic relationship we observed may have been missed altogether.
Effects at Low [Na ϩ ]
Chraibi and Horisberger (2002) have examined the effects of extracellular [Na ϩ ] concentration on the response of ENaC-expressing oocytes to temperature changes. They concluded that cooling to ‫21ف‬ЊC eliminated the Na ϩ -self inhibition. In our studies, reducing the extracellular Na ϩ was without effects on the anomalous response of g Na to temperature (see Fig. 4 ). In these experiments, the extra-and intracellular Na ϩ activities are in the range of 9 and 7 mEq, respectively (Awayda, 1999) . These concentrations are known to attenuate (Chraibi and Horisberger, 2002) or eliminate Na ϩ self-inhibition (Awayda, 1999) . A potential explanation for these differences may reside in the fact that our measurements have focused on summarizing the effects of longer (minutes versus seconds) changes of temperature on conductance rather than currents. Our protocol also used lower temperatures than those attempted by Chraibi and Horisberger (2002) . Nonetheless, these Chraibi and Horisberger (2003) have recently reported that the rapid effects of temperature are explained by rapid changes of P o . While these findings cannot explain our prolonged effects, they indicate that a 13ЊC change of temperature results in an ‫%05ف‬ decrease of conductance-a value similar to the Q 10 observed in our experiments at temperatures below 15ЊC.
Mechanisms of Action
Biological plasma membranes contain a lipid bilayer that exists in a semifluid state. It is believed that the activity of many membrane bound or associated enzymes depends on this state. A well documented example of this is the lipid-dependent enzyme PKC. However, the premise that such a state can affect in a predictable manner the activity of ion channels has not been extensively studied in biological membranes. Nonetheless, such a hypothesis has been tested for channels reconstituted into homogenous artificial lipid bilayers, where it has been demonstrated that changes of bilayer composition affect channel conductance and/or open probability. In artificial channels, e.g., gramacidin and alamethicin, these changes were found to have effects on channel conductance (Frohlich 1979; Lundbaek and Andersen, 1994; Aguilella and Bezrukov, 2001; de Godoy and Cukierman, 2001) , as well as open probability (Rudnev et al., 1981) . Similar effects were also observed in reconstituted biological channels (Chu et al., 1998; Turnheim et al., 1999; Salvail et al., 2002) .
Multiple ideas have been put forth to explain such effects, including changes of surface charge densityproviding an explanation for the effects on conductance-and changes of bilayer mechanical properties, including order, surface tension, curvature, and thickness (Lundbaek et al., 1997; Sukharev et al., 1999; Hamill and Martinac, 2001; Goforth et al., 2003; Lee, 2003) . While it is possible that other mechanisms can complicate the interpretation in intact biological membranes, it is clear that integral membrane proteins are surrounded by a shell of highly interacting lipid molecules and that changes to the lipid environment alter the channel properties by altering the interaction between these proteins and their lipid shell (for review see Lee, 2003) . In many instances this has been referred to as hydrophobic mismatch between the hydrophobic thickness of the channel and that of the lipid bilayer. This mismatch may lead to changes of bilayer thickness (Lundbaek and Andersen, 1994; Goforth et al., 2003) or channel deformation (for review see Lee, 2003) .
The changes of anisotropy induced by temperature, Gd ϩ3 , and CPZ indicate effects on the rate (fluidity) and extent or degree (order) of motion exhibited by the fatty acyl chains within the bilayer. Lee (1991) and others have presented convincing arguments that exclude fluidity from explaining effects on membrane channels involving partitioning from one pool (conformation) to another. This follows from the principle that fluidity is not a steady-state measurement but rather a reflection of the "rate" of acyl chain movement. Thus, the observed effects are either directly or indirectly attributed to changes of lipid order. It is interesting to note that these changes were accompanied by effects on C m unrelated to effects on membrane area. These are then interpreted in terms of changes of membrane dielectric coefficient and/or thickness. At present we cannot rule out either possibility, and thus the effects on ENaC may be the result of combination of lipid order disruption leading to changes of dielectric coefficient and hydrophobic mismatch resulting in membrane thickness changes leading to effects on C m .
The question remains as to how is ENaC activity al-tered in response to changes of bilayer order or thickness. Recent evidence has indicated that bilayer thickness changes or hydrophobic mismatch can favor the partitioning of some channels into rafts or lipid domains that minimize the free energy difference with the embedded protein (Schroeder et al., 1998; McIntosh et al., 2003) . The sorting of model peptides with varying length to lipid raft-like membranes was also found to concentrate peptides with longer hydrophobic length to those raft-like membranes. Interestingly, this process was also found to be temperature dependent (McIntosh et al., 2003) . If a similar process affects ENaC distribution, then its sorting to different membrane domains may respond to changes of lipid order in those domains. These changes can then lead to effects on the channel's open probability (P o ), as lipid rafts are highly ordered membrane microdomains enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipids (Schroeder et al., 1998) . It follows that such association might increase the P o of channels in these rafts, and that changes in the proportion of channels associated with these structures could affect the overall P o of membrane-bound ENaCs. Such spontaneous transition might provide the basis for the presence of multiple channel populations with high and low P o modes (Palmer and Frindt 1996; Awayda and Subramanyam, 1998) . In this respect, it is interesting to note that Hill et al. (2002) have recently reported that ENaC resides in lipid rafts. Such a hypothesis could provide a molecular basis of the spontaneous P o and means of physiological regulation of this parameter.
Gd ϩ3 Versus CPZ
We find both differences and similarities between the actions of Gd ϩ3 and CPZ. The overall finding is that the effects of both agents on conductance are not additive. This indicates a common downstream mechanism of inhibition of ENaC. While both agents alter anisotropy, the time course of these changes are different. The effects of Gd ϩ3 are slow and are consistent with the lack of a dose response in the electrophysiological experiments. In contrast, the effects of CPZ are rapid and consistent with a dose-dependent inhibition of g Na . We favor the explanation that these differences are due to differences in the time course of association of these agents with the membrane, and that the resulting inhibition of ENaC is the slowest rate limiting step; a step that may related to ENaC partitioning amongst different membrane pools. Additional support of the above hypothesis is the observation of altered blocking time course by Gd ϩ3 in oocytes with altered membrane order. Indeed, the changes of ENaC conductance by Gd ϩ3 are rapid in oocytes pretreated with CPZ (see Fig. 11 ). Similar effects are also observed when membrane order is altered by cooling as shown in Fig. 13 , where a change to 4ЊC caused a rapid inhibition by Gd ϩ3 without any further delayed effects. This was also observed in Fig. 14 , where Gd ϩ3 was added to oocytes precooled to 4ЊC.
Mechanosensitivity Revisited
We have previously demonstrated that ENaC is not directly sensitive to membrane stretch (Awayda and Subramanyam, 1998) . However, recent evidence have indicated the potential for indirect mechanosensitivity. These recent findings include evidence for flow sensitivity by Kleyman and colleagues (Satlin et al., 2001) , and the presence of ENaC in baroreceptors (Drummond et al., 1998) .
The answer to such a discrepancy may reside with the observed effects of changes of bilayer properties. Thus, pressure, flow, or other mechanical stimuli may alter ENaC activity by indirectly altering membrane order or by altering its distribution in membrane domains. Such actions could occur via secondary changes mediated via physiological rigidifying or fluidizing stimuli, which can mimic the effects of temperature, CPZ, or Gd ϩ3 on ENaC leading to changes of activity. In this respect, it is noteworthy that hormones such as aldosterone have been shown to alter membrane lipid composition (Mrnka et al., 2000a,b) . Rapid changes of lipid order and potentially membrane composition have been also reported for fast acting hormones such as ADH and its second messenger target cAMP (Kachadorian et al., 1981; Giocondi et al., 1990) . The rapidity of these actions (Ͻ5 min) rule out genomic effects and are similar to the time course required for pressure or flow sensing if ENaC participated in such processes.
Implications in Essential Hypertension
The roles of ENaC in genetic hypo-and hypertension have been well characterized (see Garty and Palmer, 1997; Rossier et al., 2002) . It is well established that channel activity and changes thereof can lead to changes of Na ϩ and water balance. However, the roles of the distal nephron, and Na ϩ channels, in particular, in essential hypertension are unknown. Essential hypertension is defined as that with unknown or undetermined origins. It is speculated that such origins may not only involve genetic but also environmental or even dietary factors. It is intuitively expected that any Na ϩ balance-related hypertension should be accompanied by changes of distal Na ϩ channel activity and/or function. This follows from the well-established finding that the distal nephron-resident ENaCs are under intrinsic as well as extrinsic regulation. Some of these mechanisms involve self-inhibition and feedback inhibition in response to increased intra-and/or extracellular Na ϩ concentrations. Therefore, conditions that lead to altered Na ϩ delivery to the distal nephron should be counteracted by these regulatory mechanisms. Thus, conditions must be permissive in the distal nephron Na ϩ absorption machinery in order for most of essential hypertension to exist.
How such nongenetic factors alter ENaC's regulation or at least contribute to the muting of these self-regulatory functions is unknown. We speculate that environmental or dietary factors may alter distal nephron Na ϩ absorption via effects on lipid metabolism and balance leading to changes of membrane lipid composition. This in turn could lead to changes of lipid order and ENaC activity. In this respect it is known that diets high in unsaturated lipids lead to changes of lipid metabolism and potentially membrane lipid composition (for review see Lee, 2003) . Moreover, it is also known that membrane lipid composition is also altered in many forms of hypertension (for review see Zicha et al., 1999) . It is unclear whether these changes arise form altered blood pressure or contribute to the changes of pressure. However, it is possible, especially given our findings, that such changes could contribute to altered distal nephron Na ϩ absorption and exacerbate blood pressure regulation via volume expansion.
Conclusions
We demonstrated an interaction between ENaC and the plasma membrane whereby changes of bilayer order positively correlated with ENaC activity. We propose that these effects are the result of an intrinsic response of ENaC to the membrane environment. We demonstrated evidence consistent with such interpretation, although we cannot rule out indirect effects of membrane order on associated kinases or phosphatases. Nonetheless, irrespective of the detailed mechanism, we established for the first time regulation of ENaC by this parameter, a finding that has broad implications in understanding physiological and pathological channel function.
